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Jawabu Afrika – African solution
Care, listening and leadership energizes community support movement in Kenya
Seemingly simple ideas and techniques can have
powerful consequences, including energizing an
unplanned community-based social movement.
This is what Charles Wafula and Beverly Ochieng
from the Great Lakes University of Kisumu in Kenya
discovered when they took leadership ideas and
strategies acquired through the CHEPSAA Emerging
Leaders Programme and applied them to the context
of their own workplace.
In July 2013, when Beverly and Charles came to Cape
Town for the first capacity development workshop of

the CHEPSAA Emerging Leaders Programme, they
were thinking about how to take forward work that
had begun under a recently ended project that sought
to tackle the social determinants of health.
This
project
trained
81
community-based
organisations in 9 counties in Kenya and provided
seed funding to 15 of them to start incomegenerating activities for improving health. At the end
of the project, many of the participants felt the need
to continue to connect, network and support each
other.

Transferring skills

What a save!
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This mutual support initiative,
coordinated by Beverly and
Charles, was given the name of
Jawabu Afrika (Jawabu is the
Swahili word for solution). Some
of the profits from the incomegenerating activities are used to
fund
other community-based
organisations through a revolving
fund. Out of this desire to
continue to generate income and
to
sustain
the
cooperation
between
the
community
members were also born a
community-owned company that
helps the community members,
many of whom are farmers, to
sell their cattle and the Jawabu
Savings and Credit company,
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which
provides
loans
to
community
members,
for
example for buying additional
livestock, on goodwill and without
asking for any collateral.
A year ago, Charles and Beverly
were working with a handful of
people from the community who
helped out in the office with tasks
such as clerical support and
bank reconciliations. However,
things soon changed rapidly as
they began applying some of the
philosophies, techniques and
processes they encountered at
the Emerging Leaders workshop.
Key among these were affirming
people’s worth, listening to team
members and also looking out for
issues people were silent about
and not speaking out about.
One of the first things Charles did
when he got back was to call a
meeting with the community
members working in the office.
“I told them from today you are
not only a manager of your task,
but you are a leader of your task.
All of us who are your team
members - you are leading us in
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this task. You are the leader, we
want to listen to you and do what
you tell us, to support you in this
task. As a leader you need to
come up with a plan for how you
are going to implement your
tasks and lead us as far as your
task is concerned,” recounted
Charles.
Each person came up with a plan
and
after
this
the
team
institutionalised weekly meetings
where the emphasis was on the
sharing of suggested solutions,
not
the
sharing
of
only
challenges.
Beverly and Charles soon noticed
that their team was more
motivated, had gained more
confidence and was working
more independently. Their team
also started talking to their
acquaintances
about
the
differences
they
were
experiencing and their more
conducive working environment.
Before Charles and Beverly knew
it, community members were
coming to their offices, asking to
work as volunteers.

“Using these skills from the CHEPSAA Emerging Leaders Programme, we were
able to unlock the potential of so much around us to help us in our work”

People were attracted by the
perception that they would find
care and understanding and that
they would be working with
people they could rely on; by the
independence with which people
on the project were working
(driven by a belief in and
responsibility for the work, not
the compulsion of a managerial
senior); and the idea that
someone else could believe them
capable of making suggestions
and
implementing
solutions,
which inspired confidence.

The volunteers who arrived at the
project were told that the team
members there were good at
listening and that they would be
understood and so people started
sharing their problems such as
academic
problems
and
problems around tuition fees, but
mostly social problems. Based
on this, it was decided to start
support groups for those older
than 18 years.
These
support
groups
modelled on the idea of a
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reflective process that Beverly and Charles learnt as
part of the Emerging Leaders Programme, with the
participants being taught how to listen to problems
and cope with them. The basic idea is for people to
form groups, discuss their concerns and come up
with a 3-month plan to begin to address their
problems. In these groups Charles and Beverly also
often share with the members other insights they
gained during the first Emerging Leaders workshop.
One of these is the “Gorilla”: an exercise that tests
whether the participants can spot a gorilla while

www.theinvisiblegorilla.com/videos.html
www.theinvisiblegorilla.com/videos.html
www.theinvisiblegorilla.com/videos.html
Charles Wafula

Beverly Ochieng

they are being asked to do something else, thereby
highlighting what the participants are focusing on
and all the other things that might be happening, but
that escape their attention. This exercise is used to
highlight the many problems, in addition to poor
academic performance, that might be affecting young
people and have helped to bring to the fore issues
such as self-esteem and domestic problems.
“We had no intention that these people would also
become a movement of their own,” said Charles. The
initial team of a handful of people has now expanded
to over 30.
The positive experiences with the support groups for
the over-18s led to the idea to take this model to
poorly performing schools, with the idea that the
initial volunteers and support group members would
be able to support the school-going adolescents. The
initial plan was to motivate the school children to
perform better academically and so Beverly and
Charles, rather randomly, approached a poorly
performing school in one of their partnership sites.
After only one term, this school (and 4 others that
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formed part of the early work) experienced better
discipline, improved academic performance and
more enrolment from learners in the support
activities. Teachers also reported that some of the
learners taking part in the activities had become role
models, with some being elected to leadership
positions in the schools.
Other schools began approaching Charles and
Beverly as the word spread. However, it very quickly
became clear that the idea of academic motivation
was too narrow because the children wanted to share
a host of others problems and concerns, ranging
from rape, incest and suicide to drugs, rejection by
their parents and female genital mutilation. “We had
no idea what they were going through as human
beings. They have a lot of bitterness and a lot of
issues affecting them, but nobody listens to them,”
explained Charles and Beverly.
A big part of the work is therefore simply about
providing the children with a conducive environment
within which to open up about whatever is negatively
affecting their lives.
In some cases, however, Jawabu will also take care of
unmet needs such as providing sanitary pads for girls
or schoolbooks for learners in need.
The current model is to go to a school for a first,
whole day to break the ice, talk to the children about
their potential as human beings and the problems
they face, and to share the personal stories of people
who have found the listening and problem-solving
skills shared by Charles and Beverly useful.
One of the key messages that resonated very strongly
with the participants in the CHEPSAA Emerging
Leaders Programme is the idea that “I am enough. I
have the potential. I can be who I want to be in the
world. Believe in yourself”. This message is central to
the first day spent with the school and Beverly herself
speaks about how this realisation has helped her and
influenced her decisions, actions and outlook on life.
“The message of ‘I am enough’ is powerful and it has
changed their way of looking at things,” reflected
Beverly.
This first day ends with the formation of the Jawabu
Afrika Club by interested children and they select a
patron, usually a teacher they are comfortable with
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and with whom they will meet
weekly. The patron gets training
from Charles and Beverly’s group
and the children are also given
information on how to conduct
meetings, how to reflect on their
challenges, how to help each
other
and
make
positive
decisions.
Charles and Beverly’s team go
back to the schools once during
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every term to check on the
progress and have generally seen
progress in areas such as
academic
performance,
selfesteem and domestic problems.
The team members also give out
their mobile numbers so that the
children can contact them at any
time
and
be
referred
to
specialists, for example in drug
rehabilitation, if need be.

The Jawabu Africa Club is
currently active in 22 schools and
it is anticipated that this number
will soon reach 50 as the
programme expands into new
areas.
“Using these skills and ideas
from the CHEPSAA Emerging
Leaders Programme, we were
able to unlock the potential of so
much around us to help us in our
work.”

Mirror, mirror on the wall…
…who has the best teamwork of them all?
Can pretending to be a mirror
and counting the number of
times the letter “f” appears in a
sentence help you to write a
better research funding proposal?
Irene Masanja, a researcher at
the Ifakara Health Institute in
Tanzania and participant in the
CHEPSAA
Emerging
Leaders
Programme, thought so.
Her opportunity to put these
ideas and exercises, learnt during
the first Emerging Leaders
capacity development workshop
in July 2013, into practice came
during
a
proposal
writing
workshop later that same year.
The research work at the Ifakara
Health Institute is organised into
six themes and as the deputy
leader of the Health Systems
Sciences thematic group Irene
was involved in organising a
proposal writing workshop for her
colleagues. This workshop had
the dual goals of building writing
skills
and
contributing
to
obtaining research

grants for the organisation.
“We were thinking about what
capacities to build because we
couldn’t cover everything to do
with proposal writing in the
workshop. Then I remembered
the skills that I acquired through
the CHEPSAA Emerging Leaders
Programme,
what
one
can
perhaps call “soft skills”, and
thought they could be useful to
the group,” explained Irene.
The first exercise that Irene
introduced to her colleagues
involved participants forming
pairs, with the first person

How many times does the
letter f appear? Give yourself
60 seconds...
“Finished files are the
results of years of scientific
study combined with the
experience of others”
…6 times

Irene Masanja

moving around and the second
person pretending to be a mirror
and having to copy whatever the
first person does. Sometimes,
the
person
making
the
movements can make it difficult
for the other to follow, but in
other cases the movements are
slower and smoother, making it
easier to follow.
The key message of this activity
is that leaders or people with
more experience (the primary
movers in the exercise) can
assume that others know certain
things, know what the leaders
know and are simply able to
carry out instructions and do as
expected, but sometimes people
might not understand or what
they are being asked to do might
fall outside their capabilities.
This process might work better if
the leaders “moved more slowly”,
gave their subordinates more of
the context and ensured that
people
had
the
necessary
capacity.
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“In the workshop, we came to the conclusion that
neither leading nor following is easy. The best way is
to get in each other’s shoes, to help each other, and
to be in harmony,” said Irene.
This exercise has shaped Irene’s work and helped her
to relate to others, but is also very relevant to the
task of proposal writing because proposal writing
often entails teamwork, with different researchers for
example being asked to contribute different sections
of a proposal. “As someone leading a proposal
process, you might expect that people should just
know what to write or maybe you think people are
writing poorly or making irrelevant contributions, but
maybe you did not explain very well or maybe the
person you identified is not the right person.”
The second of Irene’s exercises involved projecting a
statement and asking the workshop participants to
count the number of times the letter “f” appeared in
the statement. Her colleagues gave a wide range of
answers, but only one junior staff member counted
correctly.
Again, this message is about the teamwork in tasks
such as proposal writing and encourages people not
to leave others out of the process and to recognise
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that the best ideas can come from junior staff
members or colleagues who are sometimes regarded
as not having enough experience.
These exercises have made a lasting impression on
some of the people who report to Irene and who still
refer back to this proposal development workshop. It
has also significantly influenced how she herself
works.
“This whole CHEPSAA Emerging Leaders Programme
has been such an eye-opener. I learnt a lot of
personal skills that made it easier to interact with
people. In the past I wasn’t a very good listener, but
now I see myself more in harmony with other people.
I can listen and almost always feel that I am getting
something out of it, instead of feeling that talking to
people is a waste of time.”
In addition to the listening skills, Irene has also been
strongly influenced by one of the key messages of the
first Emerging Leaders capacity development
workshop – the idea that “I am enough”. This has
helped her to be bolder in her leadership roles and
more confident to contribute her ideas, especially
when she is in meetings with very senior and
experienced colleagues.

What a save!
…Emerging Leader helps colleague out of a tough spot
Weeks of data collection, many hours spent double
capturing the information provided by a large number
of respondents, a looming report deadline – and
being completely stuck because of a problem with
the electronic database.
This was the unenviable situation that Enyi Etiaba, a
researcher from the Health Policy Research Group,
College of Medicine, University of Nigeria – Enugu
Campus, found herself in at the start of this year.
Thankfully – but only after many anxious days –
Vincent Were, a fellow participant in the CHEPSAA
Emerging Leaders Programme, came to the rescue.
In 2013, Enyi was part of a team working on a study.

Enyi Etiaba & Vincent Were
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Data collection from respondents was followed by the
double-entry into separate databases of all the data
to ensure rigour and correct capturing of all the
information, which was completed in January 2014.
The next step, on the way to a study report deadline
in April, was to compare the two databases to weed
out any errors in the data capturing process.
“For some reason, the data just would not compare.
Each respondent had a unique patient identification
number and I wanted to compare patient 1 in the
first dataset to patient 1 in the second dataset to
check the accuracy of the capturing, but the software
didn’t want to accept the unique identifiers,”
explained Enyi.
“Then I just said to myself, why not send it to
Vincent. Vincent is an Emerging Leader who I met in
July 2013 at the first capacity development workshop
of the CHEPSAA Emerging Leaders Programme. I did
that and within 24 hours he did everything I wanted
him to and he had sent it back to me.
“What is significant for me is that I couldn’t, at the
time, think of anyone else who could do that for me.

@hpsa_africa
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At the time when I had this deadline, this pressure
and everybody was waiting for this report, it was an
Emerging Leader who helped me do it. If it wasn’t for
Vincent, I still don’t know who would have done it.”
Enyi, a medical doctor by training, and Vincent, a
senior data manager and statistician at the Kenya
Medical Research Institute and lecturer at the Great
Lakes University of Kisumu, were paired up for some
activities during the workshop in July 2013 and this
is how Enyi found out about Vincent’s skills and
background. However, the CHEPSAA Emerging
Leaders Programme has provided Enyi with more
than just useful networking opportunities and
contacts.
“Having practiced medicine for so long, I find health
policy and systems research liberating. It gives you
so much more space to think in different ways, to
meet different people. And because people are
coming from different perspectives, it is the
perspective that matters, not so much the hierarchy
or what your specialty is. It is the diversity and
variety that makes it exciting for me”.

CHEPSAA and the Emerging Leaders Programme

www.hpsa-africa.org

The Consortium for Health Policy and Systems Analysis in Africa (CHEPSAA) was formed in 2011 to extend sustainable
African capacity to produce and use high-quality health policy and systems research and analysis (HPSR+A). CHEPSAA’s key
areas of work have included:
•

Assessing the HPSR+A capacity needs and assets of its African partners and their networks at individual, organisational
and system level;

•

Networking amongst CHEPSAA partners and with other networks and policymakers;

•

Implementing capacity-building initiatives, including the Emerging Leaders Programme;

•

Improving HPSR+A curricula in Africa, including developing two open-access Master’s-level courses (Introduction to
Complex Health Systems and Introduction to Health Policy and Systems Research) and publishing Principles and practice of
good curriculum design; and

•

Developing a resource website and disseminating HPSR+A information through social media.

The Emerging Leaders Programme was launched in 2013. It has 26 participants from Kenya, Ghana, Nigeria, Tanzania and
South Africa and includes capacity-building workshops, mentoring and peer-collaboration between workshops, and
participation in the 3rd Global Symposium on Health Systems Research. The overall goal is to contribute to HPSR+A capacity
development in Africa by building a critical mass of future leaders who are committed to working in this field and equipped
with the necessary skills and capabilities.

